
BC Fruit Growers’ Association
124th Annual Convention
9 am - 2:30 pm
February 28, 2023
Penticton Lakeside Resort, Penticton, BC

“The Farmer’s Share”

The BCFGA Convention is open to all growers and friends of the tree fruit industry.
Lunch is provided, and there will be door prizes.
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134th BCFGA Convention
Notice of meeting
The February 28, 2023 BCFGA Convention will be held in Penticton,
at the Penticton Lakeside Resort.  The meeting will be “in-person”.

Agenda (Draft)

The Farmers’ Share
9:00 am
Welcome from local Mayor
Meeting procedure, Credentials, agenda,  Resolutions Cmt., meeting guidelines, election
procedure, minutes, remembrance

9:30 am
Board of Directors Report

10:00 am
Video Greetings  from the BC Minister of Agriculture and Food

10:15 Break.  Deadline for Nomination for vacant Southern Director position

10:45 am  The Farmers’ Share
Keynote Speaker: Prof. Kelleen Wiseman, UBC

11:00 Late Resolution Deadline, and voting registration deadline for Southern region members
if a vote is required to fill the vacant Southern region director position.

11:15 MNP Report on Cost of Production

11:45 Reports of Standing Committees
● Horticulture/ResearchMember Service  GL
● Labour
● Financial Programs

12:15 Lunch provided

1:00  Reports of the Standing Committees (continued)
1:30  Operations and Business Model Report
1:45  Financial statements and budget

2:00 Election of Directors
Declaration of election by acclamation, and an election, if required, to fill the vacant Southern
region director position.

Resolutions

The new BC Minister of Agriculture, Hon.  Pam Alexis, is in the legislature on Budget Day, so
will  present a pre-recorded video to the 134th BCFGA Annual Convention.



Official Procedure for Meeting
February 14, 2018

These notes are a summary of the Society Act, BCFGA By-Laws, and traditional
procedures for BCFGA meetings. These notes on the procedure at BCFGA meetings are
superseded by the Society Act, the Constitution and By-Laws of the BCFGA, but take
precedence over Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised In Brief (2011).

General – Processing of Resolutions

- At the Annual Convention, it is normal practice to read the resolution prior to moving
and seconding, followed by the Chair opening the floor to discussion.

- If the resolution (or motion) is not moved and seconded as required, then further
discussion on the resolution is not permitted.

- Some motions do not need to be seconded. Motions that do not need to be seconded
include: nominations, close or re-open nominations, point of order, raise a question of
privilege, permission to withdraw a motion, and tabling.

- When a resolution has been moved and seconded, it can still be withdrawn. Once the
Chair states that the motion is on the floor for discussion, it is not possible to
withdraw the resolution without the consent of meeting.

- No member who has already spoken to a question is entitled to the floor if it is
requested by a member who has not spoken. The chair may place a time limit on
individual comments, in order to keep the meeting to its schedule.

- At the BCFGA Convention, the questions and comments will be received in order of
priority. The first priority is delegates and Board of Directors, followed by members,
then the public.

- Voting: a majority of delegates casting votes shall determine the question, except in
the case of special resolutions (or motion).

Special Resolutions
Description Proportion of Cast Votes

Required for Approval
Agenda (exceptions to majority decision)
- Amend an adopted agenda 67%
- Suspend an adopted Agenda 67%
Regular Resolutions
- Amend after adoption 67%
- Close debate 67%
- Limit debate 67%
- Rescind or repeal 67%
Late Resolutions (at Convention)
- To raise to the floor 67%
Bylaws / Constitution
- Amend bylaws or Constitution 67%



BCFGA Election Procedure 2023

The number of nominations for the position of Vice President was 2; however, one of the
nominees Jeet Dukhia passed away on December 14, 2022, leaving Deep Brar as the sole
nominee to be declared elected at the Annual Convention.

● There were two nominees for the Northern Board of Directors Position:
Mani Gill and Joginder Dhand.

● There was one nominee for the Southern Board of Directors Position:
Ravinder Bains.

The three directors nominated in the regular election will be declared elected at the Annual
Convention.

Deep Brar’s position as a Southern Board of Director will be vacated as he takes on the Vice
Presidency.  A nomination process was opened on February 15 for a one-year term of the
vacated Southern Board of Directors Position.  The deadline for submission of nominations on
the approved form is 10:15 am on February 28, 2023.

If only one nomination is received, the person nominated will be declared elected.

If more than one person is nominated, an election will be held:

1. Two election officers will be appointed by the delegates.

2. Candidates will address the members of the Southern region for up to 2 minutes, and an
additional 2 minutes in an alternate language of their choice.

3. BCFGA members of the Southern region will cue for ballots.

4. Photo id is required, and the members name will be noted as receiving a ballot.

5. Upon receiving the ballot members will proceed immediately to the voting station without
interference of any other person in their vote.

6. Votes counted by the election officers

7. Each candidate can have one scrutineer.  For the President election, the candidate with
the most votes is declared elected.  For the election of Board positions in a Region, the
candidate(s) with the most votes are declared elected to the position(s).  A tie vote for a
sole position in a region, or for the second position to be filled in a region,  will result in a
run-off election between the tied candidates to fill the position.

8. The successful candidate will be announced to the meeting by the election officials.

9. The vote tally is held confidential by the election officers, unless there is an approved
motion by delegates to announce the vote tally.

10. Motion to destroy ballots.



Nominations
- To close 67%

Resolutions – timing and scheduling

- Resolutions must be submitted to the BCFGA office no later than December 3 for
Consideration at the next BCFGA Annual Convention.

- A Resolutions Committee reviews, revises, and consolidates resolutions.

- Late resolutions, submitted after December 3, must first be approved by a 2/3’s
majority to be considered (or raised to the floor). If approved for consideration, then
the resolution may be debated in the normal manner. A Late Resolution then requires
a simple majority for approval.

- The deadline for late resolutions is on the final day of the Convention at a time listed
on the meeting agenda.

Quorum and Eligibility to Vote

- A quorum is the minimum number of members (or delegates) who must be present at
a meeting for the transaction of business. If a quorum is not present after waiting a
reasonable period of time (two hours to start a meeting), the presiding officer should
take the Chair, calling the meeting to order, announce the absence of a quorum, and
entertain a recess, or take measures to obtain a quorum. The same procedure is
required if the chair notices the absence of a quorum during the meeting, either upon
the chair’s initiative or upon that of a member.

- 75% of delegates entitled to vote represent a quorum at any General Meeting.

- If a quorum is not present within two hours from the time appointed for the start of
the meeting, then the meeting is adjourned to the same day in the next week at the
same time and place, and, if at the adjourned meeting a quorum is not present within
an hour from the time appointed for the meeting, the delegates present form a
quorum.

- The exception to this ‘adjourned meeting rule’ is when a meeting is requisitioned (e.g.
by order of the required number of members or delegates asking, in writing, for a
meeting for a specific purpose). In the case of a requisitioned meeting, the lack of a
quorum dissolves the meeting – it cannot be reconvened, except by issuing a new
requisition.

- Only members in good standing may vote.  Good Standing means the individual
a) Is eligible for membership,
b) Has paid up membership fees, and
c) Has been accepted for membership in the BCFGA by the Board of Directors.

- For the purpose of voting at the Convention, the Board of Directors sets a date prior
to the Annual Convention for acceptance into BCFGA membership. Applications



received after that date will not be considered for acceptance until the first Board of
Directors meeting after the Convention.

- The delegates alone vote at the Annual Convention or Special General Meetings. The
Board of Directors from a District together with the delegates of that District vote at
District Council meetings. The President and Vice-President do not vote at District
Council meetings.

Nominations and Elections

- Nominations for BCFGA Board of Directors, BCFGA President and BCFGA
Vice-President are held at regional meetings.

- Additional nominations are possible at the Annual Convention.  A resolution opening
nominations for a particular position at the Annual Convention must be approved by a
majority of votes from those members who are eligible to vote for the position.

- At the Annual Convention, the members elect the Board of Directors  as provided for
in the By-Laws.  The Chair may vote as a member, if so entitled.

- At the Annual Convention, all members vote as a single body to elect the BCFGA
President and Vice-President.  Then, the members of the North District Council vote
for 3 Board of Directors members from that area.  Next, the members of the South
District Council vote for 3 Board of Directors members from that area.

- If an election is required, each candidate will have up to 3 minutes to address the
members prior to the vote.  A translation service will be provided if requested in
advance.

- Farm structure and voting rights for members: the owner of a sole proprietorship is
entitled to vote; one of the partners in a partnership is entitled to vote, as determined
by the partners; one representative of an incorporated company is entitled to vote, as
determined by the shareholders of the company.  An authorized representative of an
estate or trust may appoint a representative to vote. Representatives must be provided
in writing or by email at least 5 business days prior to the date of the vote.

- No proxy votes are allowed.

- At a meeting where an election is held, one or two election officers will be nominated
prior to the counting of the ballots, and these individuals will normally not be current
members of the association and hold a professional designation that requires
adherence to a code of ethics for members of the profession, such as an accounting
designation or a professional agrologist designation.  Election officers may not be a
family relation to any of the candidates.

- One scrutineer per candidate may be appointed.  The scrutineers may view the
election officer(s) placing the ballots into separate piles according to candidate, and
may request the scrutineer to review a ballot for the intention and clarity of the ballot
for purposes of properly assigning the ballot to a vote for a particular candidate.  The



scrutineers may not view the tallying of the ballots, but may keep election officers in
view.  Scrutineers may request a recount, prior to the election official conveying the
result of the ballot to the chair of the meeting.  The chair will immediately announce
the result of the ballot to the meeting.

- The candidate with the most votes in a ballot (or in the case of District Council
positions, the 3 candidates with the most ballots) will be declared elected. The
numeric results of the election will not be announced and will be held confidential by
the election officer(s).

- The Chair will request a resolution to destroy the ballots after the vote is announced.
For purposes of the resolution to destroy ballots, the term ‘ballots’ includes any
document recording which members voted.



General

- A tie vote is not an approval; therefore a tie vote results in the motion or resolution
failing to be approved.

- A member making a report should make the necessary motion “to adopt”, “to
receive” etc.

- A “Question of Privilege” is one that raises a matter affecting the assembly and may
include matters of comfort, amplification, or safety.

- A “Point of Order” asks the meeting for a appeal a ruling by the chair. A motion to
appeal a ruling of the Chair must be seconded at the time.  The Chair then asks for a
vote, as follows: “Shall the decision of the Chair be sustained?”  The question is not
debatable and majority of votes cast decides the question.

- A question can be postponed to a certain time or postponed indefinitely, by tabling.  If
tabled, a majority vote takes it up again where the item is tabled indefinitely.

- BCFGA resolutions, unless specifically stated as standing policy, provide direction
for the coming period, usually until the next meeting of the group.

- The remedy in the case of conflicting resolutions is to ask for reconsideration of the
previously considered resolution (75% majority required).

- An “order of business” is the scheduling of a specific resolution or other matter
requiring approval for a specific time.

- An order of business can be suspended by a 75% majority passing a resolution to
“extend time for consideration” or to “lay on the table”.

- A general order sets a time as near as convenient for a subject to be discussed.  A
special order insists on a certain time.  The Convention Agenda is considered a
general order.

- No more than two amendments to a resolution are accepted at one time.  If one carries
and amends the motion, put the amended motion as the main motion if further
amendments are forthcoming.

- It is out of order for a member to directly address another.  The member should
address the other member through the Chair.

- It is out of order to raise as an issue the motives of another member.

- The Measure and not the Person is under discussion.

Amended February 14, 2018



BCFGA Election Procedure 2023

The number of nominations for the position of Vice President was 2; however, one of the
nominees Jeet Dukhia passed away on December 14, 2022, leaving Deep Brar as the sole
nominee to be declared elected at the Annual Convention.

● There were two nominees for the Northern Board of Directors Position:
Mani Gill and Joginder Dhand.

● There was one nominee for the Southern Board of Directors Position:
Ravinder Bains.

The three directors nominated in the regular election will be declared elected at the Annual
Convention.

Deep Brar’s position as a Southern Board of Director will be vacated as he takes on the Vice
Presidency.  A nomination process was opened on February 15 for a one-year term of the
vacated Southern Board of Directors Position.  The deadline for submission of nominations on
the approved form is 10:15 am on February 28, 2023.

If only one nomination is received, the person nominated will be declared elected.

If more than one person is nominated, an election will be held:

1. Two election officers will be appointed by the delegates.

2. Candidates will address the members of the Southern region for up to 2 minutes, and an
additional 2 minutes in an alternate language of their choice.

3. BCFGA members of the Southern region will cue for ballots.

4. Photo id is required, and the members name will be noted as receiving a ballot.

5. Upon receiving the ballot members will proceed immediately to the voting station without
interference of any other person in their vote.

6. Votes counted by the election officers

7. Each candidate can have one scrutineer.  For the President election, the candidate with
the most votes is declared elected.  For the election of Board positions in a Region, the
candidate(s) with the most votes are declared elected to the position(s).  A tie vote for a
sole position in a region, or for the second position to be filled in a region,  will result in a
run-off election between the tied candidates to fill the position.

8. The successful candidate will be announced to the meeting by the election officials.

9. The vote tally is held confidential by the election officers, unless there is an approved
motion by delegates to announce the vote tally.

10. Motion to destroy ballots.



Regional Executive, Delegates and Alternates

North South Regional
Executive
Position

Tarsem Goraya Katie Sardinha Chair

Amarjit Lalli Annelise Simonsen Vice-Chair

Sam DiMaria Denise MacDonald Secretary

Madeleine van Roechoudt Rob Stewart

Taylor Sebastian Greg Sanderson

Tahir Raza

North Alternate Delegates: Balwinder Khun Khun, Penny Gambell, Asif Mohamed.
South Alternate Delegates: Pinder Dhaliwal, Parm Dhaliwal, Talwinder Bassi, David Machial,
Mehar Kheira, Bhupinder Gill.

BCFGA 2022 Board of Directors
Name Cell/Text

Peter Simonsen - President Naramata 250-488-0363
Ravinder Bains Keremeos 250-499-0512
Sukhdeep (Deep) Brar Summerland 250-462-5687
Avi Gill Kelowna 778-990-9737
Mani Gill Kelowna 250-864-8602
Annelise Simonsen Penticton 778-679-8352
Joginder Dhand Vernon 250- 306-0864



BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

BC Fruit Growers’ Association
133rd Annual Convention Minutes

February 23-24, 2022 via Zoom

Present:
Chair of Session, Pinder Dhaliwal, President, BCFGA
Six other BCFGA Board members
Nine delegates, representing two BCFGA Regions
BCFGA members, approximately 40 growers and guests
Recording Secretary: Glen Lucas and Bunvir Nijjer

1. Introduction and Welcome
BCFGA President and Chair of the meeting, Pinder Dhaliwal, called the meeting to
order at 9:10am.  Delegates, members, guests, and media were welcomed.  

2. Greetings from MP, Tracy Gray

Pinder Dhaliwal  introduced Tracy Gray, MP, Kelowna- Lake Country.

Tracy Gray, MP for Kelowna- Lake Country addressed the membership and responded
to member comments on programs.

3. Credentials Report  
BCFGA  President Pinder Dhaliwal, read the official notice of the meeting.
The credential report was presented:

South
1. Ranbir Kambo
2. Katie Sardinha
3. Annelise Simonsen
4. Parm Dhaliwal
5. David Machial

North
1. Tarsem Goraya
2. Amarjit Lalli
3. Sam DiMaria
4. Madeleine van Roechoudt
5. Penny Gambell

Moved/Seconded – Tarsem Goraya/ Katie Sardinha
That the Credential Report be approved.
Carried.

4. Zoom Meeting Procedure
The zoom meeting process was explained to the attendees.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

5. Meeting Guidelines
The official meeting guidelines were reviewed.

Moved/Seconded – Sam DiMaria/ David Machial
That the meeting guidelines be adopted as presented.
Carried.

6. Adoption of Agenda
The agenda was reviewed.  

Moved/Seconded- Penny Gambell/ Madeleine van Roechoudt
To approve the agenda.
Carried.

7. Resolution Committee Report

Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Katie Sardinha
To receive the Resolution Committee Report on the 2022 resolutions.
Carried.

Moved/Seconded – Annelise Simonson/ David Machial
To receive the Late Resolution Policy.
Carried.

8. Election Process
The election process of the 2022 BCFGA Board was reviewed.

Moved/Seconded- Penny Gambell/ Madeleine van Roechoudt
To approve the election process.
Carried.

9. Adoption of  Minutes

Moved/Seconded – Madeleine van Roechoudt/ Parm Dhaliwal
To approve the minutes of the 132nd Annual Meeting, February 25, 2021.
Carried.

The guests joining the AGM were acknowledged.

Resolution A- Appreciation
Moved/Seconded – Madeleine van Roechoudt/ Annelise Simonsen
Carried.

Resolution B- Municipal Support for the Tree Fruit Sector
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Madeleine van Roechoudt
Carried.

10.Remembrance 2021
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

A moment of silence was held in remembrance of the growers and friends who have
passed in 2021.

Luiz Borges, Osoyoos
Jack Boult, Cawston
Gurjeet Brar, Kelowna
Don Crumback, Summerland
Jora Dhaliwal, Kelowna
Helen Gatzke, Oyama
Jadvinder Nijjer, Kelowna
Pete Spencer, Environmental Farm Planner

11. Board of Directors Report

President Pinder Dhaliwal presented the BCFGA Board report, highlighting the key
priorities and on-going activities.

Moved/Seconded – Penny Gambell/ Madeleine van Roechoudt
To receive the President’s Report.
Carried.

12. SIR Update

Melissa Tesche, the General Manager of the Sterile Insect Release program provided an
update of the on-going activities at SIR.

Moved/Seconded – Sam DiMaria/ Annelise Simonsen
To receive the SIR Report.
Carried.

Resolution 4- SIR Transitional Funding
Moved/Seconded – Sam DiMaria/ Madeleine van Roechoudt
Carried.

Resolution 3-Agriculture Irrigation Rate Oversight
Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/ Tarsem Goraya
Carried.

13. Message from the BC Agriculture Minister, Hon. Lana Popham
A recorded greeting from the BC Agriculture Minister Hon. Lana Popham and MP
Jagroop Brar were presented to the members.

14. The Path Forward: A Blueprint for B.C.'s Tree Fruit Industry (Tree Fruit Industry
Stabilization Plan or the Plan)
Jeet Dukhia and Avi Gill sat on the BCMAFF Tree Fruit Industry Stabilization Initiative
Committee and 19 recommendations have been listed by the government. Now
industry associations/organizations, marketers, and packinghouses are participating in
subcommittee meetings.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

15. Crop Protection, Research, Water and Environment Committee
Deep Brar, chair of the Crop Protection, Research, Water and Environment Committee
presented the report.

Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/ Katie Sardinha
To receive the Crop Protection, Research, Water and Environment Committee
Report.
Carried.

Resolution 1- Soil Health Program
Moved/Seconded – Tarsem Goraya/ Sam DiMaria
Carried.

Resolution 2-Water security through water rights (FITFIR) and agriculture water
reserve
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Parm Dhaliwal
Carried.

16. 2022-2023 BCFGA President Candidates
BCFGA President Candidates Jeet Dukhia and Peter Simonsen provided their
statements to the membership.

2:30pm.

17. Recess to 7:00 pm
Election by drive-through ballot was held at the Growers Supply locations in Kelowna,
Penticton, Oliver, Vernon and Creston and for Keremeos-Cawston at the Cawston
Hall.. Members were encouraged to rejoin the meeting by using the same link at
7:00pm for election results and a prize draw.

18. Reconvene
The meeting was called to order at 7:10 pm by the outgoing BCFGA President and Chair
of the meeting, Pinder Dhaliwal.

19. Election Results
Peter Simonsen was elected as the President of the BCFGA.
Avi Gill was declared the Northern District Director by acclamation.
Deep Brar and Annelise Simonsen were declared the Southern District Director by
acclamation.

Moved/Seconded – Annelise Simonsen/ Parm Dhaliwal
To release the vote results
Carried.

The vote results concluded as 121 votes for Peter Simonsen and 63 votes for Jeet
Dukhia.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

20. Reconvene for the second day

The second day of the meeting was called to order at 9:10 am by the outgoing BCFGA
President Pinder Dhaliwal on February 24, 2022

21. Credentials Report  

The credential report was presented for the second day of the meeting:

South
1. Ranbir Kambo
2. Katie Sardinha
3. Annelise Simonsen
4. David Machial

North
1. Tarsem Goraya
2. Amarjit Lalli
3. Sam DiMaria
4. Madeleine van Roechoudt
5. Penny Gambell

Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/Tarsem Goraya
That the Credential Report be approved.
Carried.

22. Labour Report

Pinder Dhaliwal presented the BCFGA Labour report.

Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Amarjit Lalli
To receive the Labour Report.
Carried.

Resolution 5-  Immigration for Agricultural Workers
Moved/Seconded – Penny Gambell/ Ranbir Kambo
Tabled to the Labour Committee for consideration within 3 months.

Resolution 6-Immigration Rules - move from Federal to Provincial Control
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Annelise Simonsen
Defeated unanimously.

23. BC AgriStability Enhancement
Dalraj Boparai, AgriStability Specialist provided a presentation on the BC Agristability
Enhancement program.

24. Financial Statement, General Manager’s Report, Honorarium Committee Report
and Budget
Chris Hendersen of Rossworn Henderson Chartered Accountants presented the
audited Financial statements.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

Glen Lucas presented  the General Manager’s Report, Honorarium Committee Report
and the 2022 budget.

Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/ Katie Sardinha
To receive the audited financial statements for the period ending October 31, 2021.
Carried.

Chris Hendersen departed the meeting.

Moved/Seconded – Katie Sardinha/ Amarjit Lalli
To appoint Rossworn Hendersen as the auditor for 2022.
Carried.

Moved/Seconded – Penny Gambell/ Amarjit Lalli
To approve the Honorarium Committee Report
Carried.

Moved/Seconded – Katie Sardinha/ Amarjit Lalli
To approve the 2022 Budget.
Carried.

Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/Penny Gambell
To receive the General Manager’s Report.
Carried.

Door prizes were held throughout the meeting.

25. Keynote Speaker
JP Gervais, Vice President and Chief Agricultural Economist Farm Credit Corporation
was welcomed by the membership. The topic of discussion was inflation.

26. Member Services Report
Mani Gill presented the Members Services Report.

Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Tarsem Goraya
To receive the Member Services  Report.
Carried.

27. Business Model
Glen Lucas presented the new business model and the progress to date in its
implementation.

28. Resolutions

Resolution 7-Farm Wage Subsidy
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Katie Sardinha
Carried.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

Resolution 8- No Clawback of Seasonal Farm Wages from Employment Insurance
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ David Machial
Carried.

Resolution 9-Post-Arrival Work Visas for Agricultural Work
Moved/Seconded– David Machial/ Annelise Simonsen
Carried.

Resolution 10-  Provincial Investment in Centralized Agricultural Campsites
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Katie Sardinha
Carried.

Resolution 11- Pilot Project for Small Farms SAWP
Moved/Seconded – David Machial/ Amarjit Lalli
Carried.

Resolution 12- Heat and Ash as Quality Perils in Production Insurance
Moved/Seconded – Annelisa Simonsen/ Madeieine van Roechoudt
Carried.

Resolution 13- Quality Coverage Period for Production Insurance
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ Tarsem Goraya
Carried.

Resolution 14- Investigate Adequate Tree Supply from Fruit Tree Nurseries
Moved/Seconded – Madeleine van Roechoudt/ Katie Sardinha
Carried.

Resolution 15- Apple Marketing Commission
Moved/Seconded – Katie Sardinha/ Sam DiMaria
Carried.

Resolution 16- Retailer Code of Practice
Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/ Annelise Simonsen
Carried.

Resolution 17- Apple Export Market Access
Moved/Seconded – Sam DiMaria/ Amarjit Lalli
Carried.

Resolution 18- Simplify Food Safety Programs
Moved/Seconded – Amarjit Lalli/ Sam DiMaria
Carried.

Resolution 19-Retailer Manipulation of Food Safety Programs
Moved/Seconded – Sam DiMaria/ Katie Sardinha
Carried.
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BCFGA Annual Convention Minutes – February 23-24, 2022

Resolution 20- Government Action on Input Cost Inflation
Moved/Seconded – Tarsem Goraya/ Sam DiMaria
Carried.

Resolution 21- Government Funding when Introducing New Regulations and Rules
Moved/Seconded – Ranbir Kambo/ David Machial
Carried.

Peter Simonsen was introduced as the new BCFGA President. Pinder Dhaliwal was
thanked for his contribution and dedication  to the industry as the out-going
president.

25. Adjournment, 2:30 pm.
Moved- Ranbir Kambo
That the 133rd  BCFGA Annual Convention be adjourned.
Carried.
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Report to the 2023 BCFGA Convention

From the

Resolutions Committee

Each year the Resolutions Committee meets to review the resolutions that are submitted before
December 3.  This year, we met virtually and worked on a shared document.  We received 8
resolutions, 3 resolutions from the November BCFGA Regional Meetings and 5 from the
BCFGA Board of Directors.   None of the resolutions duplicated other resolutions, so none were
combined.  Also no resolutions were split into several resolutions.

Prior to publishing the resolutions, the Resolutions Committee noted that one Board resolution
had been acted upon and was no longer relevant (i.e. Delays in registering Employers in the
TFW Employer Register), and removed the draft resolution from consideration.  A second
resolution was removed from by the Board of Directors (i.e. Industry Leadership).

a. This year, 6 resolutions submitted and will be be considered at the Annual Convention.

b. Standing Policy (resolutions approved at previous Annual Conventions) are updated.
Some Standing Policy resolutions will continue to be active, others have been completed
and will be removed, and some may if necessary be replaced with updated (and
approved) resolutions from 2023.

Once a resolution is passed at the Annual Convention, it becomes the responsibility of the
BCFGA Board to determine how to proceed with the resolution.  Prioritizing the many directions
in the resolutions is an important role for the BCFGA Board.

Thank you to staff Glen Lucas and Bunvir Nijjer for participating on the Resolutions Committee
helping to edit the resolutions.

Respectfully submitted,

Madeleine van Roechoudt
Chair



Resolutions and Standing Policy to be Considered at the

2023 BCFGA Convention

Guidelines for considering Resolutions
The February 28, 2023 Convention will be shorter than pre-COVID annual conventions, due to
grower surveys that indicated the optimal length of meeting is one-half to one day if the meeting
is held in-person.

Each year at the Annual Convention, a group of resolutions will be passed as Standing Policy.
The Standing Policy will include resolutions approved in the 3 prior years at the BCFGA Annual
Conventions.  There will be some Standing Policy resolutions that are older than 3 years or are
completed or are no longer considered relevant.  The removal of such resolutions will be noted,
and delegates to the Annual Convention will be asked to approve the standing policy for the year,
and may amend the standing policy to maintain any of the removed resolutions.

Standing Resolutions will also include a section on “Referred Resolutions” which will list any
resolutions to the current or previous 3 Annual Conventions based on the need to have discussion
and consensus - some items are expected to be administrative or require detailed committee
discussion, and will be referred rather than presented to the Annual Convention.

Changes to standing policy will be highlighted, and any delegate may raise an item in standing
policy to the table to discuss whether it should be included in standing policy, referred to
committee or introduced to the floor of the Annual Convention for discussion.

In summary, the guidelines for redirecting resolutions in order to streamline the Annual
Convention:

1. Was the resolution passed at a previous convention?
Combine with Standing Resolution.

2. Does the resolution require further consideration prior to decision?
Refer to a Committee or the Board.

For the 2023 BCFGA Annual Convention, no resolutions are being recommended for
combination with Standing Resolutions or referral to committee - all new resolutions will come
before the delegates for a vote.
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Procedure at the Annual Convention
A resolution “to adopt the Standing Policy document (i.e. prior year resolutions)” will be
considered, a summary of active resolutions from the two previous Annual Conventions
(Appendix: Standing Resolutions for 2022).  Resolutions that are inactive or replaced by newer
resolutions are removed from the Standing Policy.

Resolutions to be considered at the 2023 BCFGA Annual Convention

Resolution #1  Federal Research Funding (2023) BCFGA Board

Whereas agriculture associations have traditionally been leaders in guiding and funding
agricultural research projects in Canada, and

Whereas the federal government is an important partner, providing funding for association
research projects, and

Whereas agricultural research is essential to increasing productivity and Canadian agricultural
competitiveness, and

Whereas agricultural research needs to be strengthened by increased government support in
order to improve Canada’s productivity and competitiveness, and

Whereas the federal government has, in previous FPT agriculture agreements, provided
agriculture associations with matching federal funds to 70% of total project expenditure, and

Whereas this level of funding recognizes in general the non-proprietary nature of association
research project, and

Whereas the federal government unilaterally and without consultation reduced matching federal
research funds to 50% of total project expenditure, for all but climate change (reduced
greenhouse gas emission and carbon sequestration), and

Whereas Agricultural association resources are fixed, and

Whereas the net result of the federal reduction in share of research funding has been a
reduction of agricultural research projects conducted by associations with fixed research
budgets,

Therefore be it resolved that the Fruit and Vegetable Growers of Canada (FVGC/CHC) propose
to the federal government that increased productivity and maintaining competitiveness of
Canadian agriculture requires a reimplementation of adequate federal government research
investment, at a ratio of 70% of total project expenditure.
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Resolution #4 Conversion of Test Orchard Asset to Other Income-generating Assets
(2023) BCFGA Board

Whereas a subsidiary company of the BCFGA, namely the BCFGA Research and Development
Orchard Ltd, owns a farm property in Oliver, and

Whereas the BCFGA leases part of the property to a farmer and part of the property is fallow,
and

Whereas BCFGA no longer has a use for the Test Orchard Property, and

Whereas the BCFGA is not in the business of property management, and

Whereas converting the test orchard land asset to other investment assets would increase the
revenue of the investment from about 0.6% return to 3% in real terms, as well as provide the
equity for the BCFGA to purchase its own office, and

Whereas the increased revenue from alternate investments (such as Term Deposits and Index
Funds) would provide resources for programs and services to assist BCFGA members, and

Whereas the BCFGA Board has obtained a current market valuation and investigated ways to
minimize capital gains on the sale of the Test Orchard property,

Therefore be it resolved that the BCFGA Board of Directors be empowered to investigate and
make a final decision on the sale of the test orchard, and

Further be it resolved that the BCFGA Board of Directors be authorized to utilize the proceeds
of the property sale to purchase an office property for the BCFGA’s use and for
income-generating investments.

Resolution #5 Temporary Foreign Worker (TFW) Housing Policy (2023) BCFGA
Board

Whereas the permitting and regulation of TFW Housing is a patchwork with inconsistent
application processes and fees, and there is a need for consistent, rational permitting for TFW
worker housing,and

Whereas housing for TFWs must be provided by horticultural employers, and

Thereof be it resolved that the BCFGA adopt a TFW worker housing policy as follows:

Seek agreement that the Ministry of Agriculture and Food (BCMAF) develop a
standardized, simplified and timely approval process for the construction or placement of
modular TFWH for horticultural businesses in BC, through consultation with the BCFGA
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and other agricultural producer associations, WALI/BCAC, the Agricultural Land
Commission, and Local Governments;

That the BCMAF update the Minister’s TFW Housing Bylaw Standard for TFWH
applications for SAWP and Ag Stream employers in BC, through consultation with the
BCFGA, other agriculture producer associations, WALI/BCAC, Local Governments and
the ALC;

That provincial legislation be enacted to exempt TFW housing from Development Cost
Charges, for the following reasons

a. the housing is seasonal,
b. provision of city services (e.g. recreation, parks, etc) is not utilized

or not utilized to the same extent as regular residential use, and
c. Land is in the ALR and the property cannot be converted to uses

other than occupation by Seasonal Agricultural Workers; and

That the ALC adequately compensate regional governments for their role in
administering TFW housing to a provincial standard and establish a service standard for
turnaround time.

Resolution #6 On-Farm Food Safety Resolution (2023) South Region

Whereas a recent change to CanadaGAP requires that an independent grower (not part of a
group food safety program) will be required to accept unannounced on-farm audits, and

Whereas the audit must be conducted during normal harvest activity, and

Whereas many farms have intermittent harvest activities, where rain may postpone harvest, or
where crop ripeness causes delays and gaps in harvest activities, and

Whereas these gaps are beyond the control of the grower, and

Whereas farms use crop control products that require Re-Entry Intervals to be followed, and an
auditor attempting to locate the farmer could easily enter into a prohibited area (and for that
reason, advance notice of farm visits is often a work safety requirement of the farm), and

Whereas auditors are at a personal safety risk in entering an active harvest area to locate the
owner, and

Whereas any audit day that is delayed will result in a charge to the grower for missing the audit,

Therefore be it resolved that CanAgPlus review its unannounced audit requirements for work
safety to provide for a 3-day period, agreed in advance with the grower, in which the
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unannounced inspection will take place, and further that the grower be empowered to contact
the auditor to provide 24 hour notice of any dates that harvest is not occurring, and

Further be it resolved that with a minimum 24 hour notice provided to the food safety inspector
that harvest is delayed and the inspection cannot take place on the dates provided by the
grower, there will be no charge to the grower.

Resolution #7 Skilled Mechanics (2023) South Region

Whereas the is a growing shortage of skilled mechanics to repair and maintain farm equipment,
and

Whereas the availability of skilled mechanics is essential for production of food and food
security,

Therefore be it resolved that the BCFGA support the development of a Diesel Service Repair
Course at local colleges, and

Further Be It Resolved that the BCFGA create a directory of available diesel mechanics.

Resolution #8 Impact of Early and Late Season Drought (2023) South Region

Whereas early and late season droughts may occur before and after irrigation turn-on and
turn-off dates, and

Whereas climate change requires new ways of mitigating more frequent weather extremes such
as early- and late-season droughts, and

Whereas the turn-on and turn-off dates are established primarily to prevent the freezing of
irrigation main lines, and

Whereas long term weather forecasts have improved and allow for flexibility in irrigation turn-on
and turn-off dates, and

Whereas flexibility in turn-on and turn-off dates will allow growers to access water that could be
sourced from excess flow (reservoir by-pass or overflow), and

Whereas use of overflow water will reduce the subsequent need for irrigation from reservoir
storage,

Therefore be it resolved that the BCFGA and  irrigation purveyors work cooperatively to develop
common rules to establish flexible irrigation turn-on and turn-off dates.
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Appendix: Standing Resolutions for renewal 2023

1. Soil Health Program (2022)

Therefore be it resolved that the BCFGA develop a Soil Health Program that leverages
the soil testing in the EFP program and provides information and extension resources to
improve soil organic matter and soil health on BC tree fruit farms.

Status: The BCFGA is participating in an Agriculture Climate Solutions / Living Labs
project that will develop and test Beneficial Management Practices in drive row cover
crops to improve soil health (by sequestering carbon and reducing the need for
greenhouse-gas generating excess use of commercial fertilizer).

2. Water security through water rights (FITFIR) and agriculture water reserve (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the BCFGA seek the commitment of the provincial
government that

● The province has the final authority in any farm irrigation use,
● Water currently used by agriculture will remain with the agriculture industry, and
● Any reductions in water use in times of drought are calculated as a percentage of

allocation, and

Further Be It Resolved that the province explore methods of regulating water use to
achieve these goals.

Status: The BCFA is sponsoring a research study that will link the value of agriculture
with the provision of irrigation water, and enable further advocacy on the resolution.

3. Agriculture Irrigation Rate Oversight  (2022)

Therefore be it resolved that Agricultural Irrigation Rate changes be subject to review by
an independent commission such as the BC Utilities Commission.

Status: The previous Minister of Energy stated a desire to investigate the concept;
however, a change in Cabinet shuffle will mean a renewal of advocacy on the resolution.
BCAC has been requested to investigate.

4. SIR Transitional Funding (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved the federal and provincial governments provide transitional
funding to SIR until a new viable and stable funding model is achieved.
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Status: The province provided some transitional funding and the federal government has
not responded in kind.  Further funding will be needed for SIR viability.    BCFGA work
on the initiative is ongoing through advocacy and participation on the SIR Board.

5. Farm Wage Subsidy (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the provincial government be requested to provide a farm
wage subsidy to assist with high wage costs and to attract domestic workers.

Status: A request for a wage subsidy for farm workers was not made, as other priorities
were pursued.  A program to attract domestic workers was initiated under the Tree Fruit
Stabilization Initiative.  BCFGA will continue to work on the initiatives, though without
direct involvement in delivery as in prior years.

6. No Clawback of Seasonal Farm Wages from Employment Insurance (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that farm employees have additional tax exemption on annual
income beyond the TD1 exemption up to $20,000.

Status: The proposal is forwarded to the 2023 Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association /
CHC Annual Meeting.

7. Pilot Project for Small Farms SAWP (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the province and federal government reach agreement on a
SAWP pilot project to be tested in the Okanagan, to allow for unrestricted transfers
within an approved farm employer group composed of principle and secondary farm
employers, with the farm employer group subject to appropriate rules and regulations to
provide minimum earnings guarantees as per the current SAWP employment agreements.

Status: A study has been conducted by the BCFGA to support the resolution and further
work will be undertaken by the BCFGA in 2023.

8. Heat and Ash as Quality Perils in Production Insurance (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that damage from extreme heat and ash be added to the list of
quality loss insurable perils.

Status: Discussions at the provinces Production Insurance Advisory Committee have
recommended the initiative, but no action has been taken by the province.  BCFGA work
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on the initiative is ongoing through participation on the Production Insurance Advisory
Committee.

9. Quality Coverage Period for Production Insurance (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the Production Insurance Branch consider a policy to
establish quality coverage for any fruit damage that occurs after 2 weeks post-bloom.

Status: Discussions at the provinces Production Insurance Advisory Committee have
recommended the initiative, but no action has been taken by the province.  BCFGA work
on the initiative is ongoing through participation on the Production Insurance Advisory
Committee.

10. Investigate Adequate Tree Supply from Fruit Tree Nurseries (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the Canadian Food Inspection Agency determine ways to
improve access to international soft fruit nursery trees.

Status: The CFIA is currently investigating the possibility of implementing a ‘systems
approach’ to replace the requirement for methyl bromide fumigation on imported nursery
stock and a decision should be made in 2023.  BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing.

11. Apple Marketing Commission (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the BCFGA work with NVDC to support a grower vote on
establishing an Apple Marketing Commission or any other proposal that will establish
market discipline and orderly marketing by BC apple packers and wholesalers.

Status: The BCFGA has proposed the formation of an Apple Crisis Task Force to conduct
work that should lead to the formation of an Apple Marketing Organization.  Several
alternatives are expected to be considered, including an Apple Marketing Association
(voluntary), an Apple Marketing Council (research and marketing supported by a
mandatory levy), an Apple Marketing Commission (building on an Apple Marketing
Council by having powers to enforce orderly marketing and discipline), and any other
forms of organizations that are relevant.  BCFGA has offered to provide administrative
support for the initiative.

12. Retailer Code of Practice (2022)
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Therefore Be It Resolved that CHC continue its work to establish a Food Retailer Code
of Practice with enforceable rules.

Status: A national initiative is underway to establish a Retailer Code of Conduct and
expected to be resolved in 2023.  BCFGA participates on the FVGC/CHC advisory
committee on the Retailer Code of Practice.

13. Apple Export Market Access (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the BCFGA continue to take a lead role in establishing
national export market access priorities.

Status: The BCFGA achieved national agreement that South Korea market access for BC
apples be the national export market access priority for apples.   BCFGA will work with
NVDC in 2023 to develop and present the rationale to the Agriculture Canada Market
Access Secretariat for consideration.

14. Simplify Food Safety Programs (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that CHC investigate/pursue a “trusted grower” program with
CanAg Plus such that independent growers are required to complete a full audit every
few years.

Status: The BCFGA did not take action on the resolution in 2022 due to other priority
requests.  BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing and will be part of its advocacy to
streamline and simplify food safety certification programs.

15. Prohibit Retailer Manipulation of Food Safety Programs (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the federal government include in a Food Retailer Code of
Practice initiative, a prohibition in the addition of requirements to food safety programs
though the unilateral decision of a food retailer, primarily through the use of addendums
or changes to commonly accepted food safety programs, and

Further Be It Resolved That the food retailers submit for consideration any requested
changes to the food safety program to the national standard program, CanadaGAP, thus
avoiding unilateral decisions of the food retailers on food safety addendums.

Status: A similar resolution was presented to CHC in 2017 with no result, and the Board
did not prioritize the resolution for action in 2022.     BCFGA work on the initiative is
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ongoing and will be part of its advocacy to streamline and simplify food safety
certification programs.

16.Replant Program Renewal and Design ( 2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the Replant Program be renewed and provide more
flexibility in the compensation provided, including but not limited to an increase in the
Replant Grant per tree.

Status: The Tree Fruit Industry Stabilization Report recommended a renewal of the
Replant Program,  but was not renewed in 2022 or 2023.  The province has indicated it
will renew the program for 2024.    BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing.

17. ICBC allow multiple drivers for farm vehicles, without restriction (2020)

Therefore Be It Resolved That BCAC request ICBC that the farm vehicles be exempt
from the requirement of naming all drivers on the insurance.

Status: Several requests to BCAC to pursue the resolution with the province have been
made, but no progress is noted.  The BCFGA in January 2023 renewed the request to the
BCAC’s new Policy Analyst.    BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing.

18.Retailer Code of Conduct (2020)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the CHC advocate for legislation to implement a
broad-based retailer code of practice to avoid further abuse of the dominant market
position of highly concentrated retailers.

Status: A national initiative is underway to establish a Retailer Code of Conduct.
BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing.

19.Property Insurance for Seasonal Agricultural Worker Housing (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the provincial government introduce regulations so that
temporary (Atco-type) buildings with staff accommodation be made eligible for water
damage insurance.

Status: A request was made to BCAC to consider the issue in March 2022.  Some
discussion was held between BCAC and the Cooperators Insurance but the issue was
unresolved.  The November 14 flood in farming areas of Chilliwack and Sumas Prairie
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proved the vulnerability of temporary structures due to insurance exclusions from
coverage.  The issue is considered active with BCAC involvement. BCFGA work on the
initiative is ongoing.

20.Public Relations Program

Therefore Be It Resolved that the BCFGA put resources in place for a public relations
program to educate the public regarding agricultural practices.

Status: The hiring of a Communications and Membership Manager was not successful in
2022 and a new search has recently been launched.  The successful candidate will work
with the Program Manager hired in 2022 to develop an AgriCommunictions proposal
which will address public education on agricultural practices.    BCFGA work on the
initiative is ongoing.

21.Membership Drive

Therefore Be It Resolved that the BCFGA endeavored to expand its membership,
encouraging all tree fruit growers to join the association.

Status: The BCFGA has adopted a new Business Model, which will seek to provide
benefits, incentives and recognition for membership in the Association.  The hiring of a
Communications and Membership Manager was not successful in 2022 and a new search
has recently been launched.  The new employee will develop an outreach program to
encourage new members.  BCFGA work on the initiative is ongoing.

Proposed to be removed from Standing policy

22.National Apple Research and Promotion Agency (Approved 2019)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the CHC Apple Working Group take steps to initiate the
National Apple Research and Promotion Agency.

Status: The resolution is more than 3 years old and is updated by resolution 14 from
2022.

23. Insurable Value (Approved 2020)
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Therefore Be It Resolved That the insurable value for Production Insurance  be adequate
to ensure financial viability of the farm by improving the pricing data collection and
providing cost-based ‘replacement’ coverage .

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as improvements were made to
pricing data collection in 2022.

24.Strategic Plan for the Tree Fruit Industry (Approved 2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the BCFGA investigate development of a 10 year
strategic plan for the tree fruit industry.

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as short-term stabilization is
currently the priority for the province and the implementation of a BCFGA Business
Model is currently the priority of the BCFGA, with a longer term strategic plan for
consideration in a future year.

25.Food Security / Food Sovereignty (Approved 2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That BCFGA investigate the concepts of Food Security and
Food Sovereignty with the purpose of securing Canadian-grown food for Canadian
consumption.

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as the BCFGA currently utilizes Food
Security as a priority of governments, subsequent to the pandemic, in providing support
to the agricultural sector.

26.Support for Managed, Centralized Campsites for Farm Workers (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the BCFGA and BC Grapegrowers’ Association
investigate and support the establishment of safe, clean and managed campsites for farm
workers in the Okanagan.

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as RDOS has improved the Seacrest
Farm Worker Campsite in Oliver, while Summerland is open to considering a new
location for a worker campsite but funding is not available for the initiative

27.Social Media to Promote Farm Jobs (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the BCFGA use Social Media to reach out to potential
workers.
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Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as a competing initiative is underway.
In 2022, an initiative of the province to develop an application for farmworkers and farm
operators to match jobs was launched, known as BC Fruitworks.

28.Late Season Variety Coverage (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the Production Insurance Program be amended to provide
optional coverage for late season varieties when weather events only impact the late
season variety, such that the damage is not pooled with all varieties when determining if
minimum damage level will trigger a claim.

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as late and early season cherry
coverage is available separately in the quality program.  Additionally, a quantity
program for cherries was introduced several years ago.  For apples, all varieties are
covered under one policy.

29.Assess Crop Damage at Time of Damage, if needed for crop planning (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the Production Insurance Branch improve the ability to
assess damage as soon as possible after the crop damage occurs, without penalty, in order
for the grower to be able to make better decisions on actions to take when crops are
damaged.

Status: Remove from standing policy as Production Insurance Branch has indicated it
will not permanently change its assessment timing, but did demonstrate flexibility due to
extreme extreme conditions of the June 2021 heat dome.

30.Provincial Regulation of Irrigation Rates (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the province regulate irrigation fees.

Status: Remove the resolution from standing policy as a 2022 resolution renews the
proposal for the province to regulate irrigation fees through an independent agency.

31.Expand Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) Beneficial Management Practices
(BMPs) (2021)

Therefore Be It Resolved That the province increase funding of BMPs in the tree fruit
sector, such as weather stations and irrigation soil moisture  sensors.
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Status: Remove from standing policy as several BMPs have been added to the EFP
program including weather stations and irrigation soil moisture sensors.  The advisory
committee for the EFP Program was implemented by BCAC, but no similar advisory
committee has been introduced since the EFP Program administration was transferred to
Investment Agriculture BC.   BCAC established an Environment and Climate Change
Committee to discuss BMPs that deliver an “ecological good or service” (to borrow
terminology from SCAP and the Guelph Statement).   The feedback even from this first
meeting was invaluable in identifying opportunities for new programs, improved
eligibility criteria on existing programs, etc.  BCAC work on BMPs will be ongoing.

32.Government Funding when Introducing New Regulations and Rules  (2022)

Therefore Be It resolved That the Government share the costs associated with introducing
new rules.

Status:  Remove from standing policy as a similar resolution was approved 2022.

33. Immigration for Agricultural Workers (2022)

Therefore be it resolved that essential agricultural workers be provided with a special
immigration rating system that allows a new generation of agricultural workers and
farmers to retain Canadian horticultural productivity.

Status: Remove from standing policy as input has been provided to the federal
government.  The BCFGA provided input and encouraged its members to respond to a
federal consultation on the topic.  It is expected that the federal government will consider
the input in making decisions.

34. Post-Arrival Work Visas for Agricultural Work (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the Federal Government allow foreign tourists and students
to apply for farm visas after arrival into Canada.

Status:  Remove from standing policy as the resolution was previously forwarded to the
Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association / CHC Annual Meeting.

35. Provincial Investment in Centralized Agricultural Campsites (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved that the BCFGA and BC Grapegrowers’ Association request
Provincial government support for worker amenities at worker campsites.
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Status: Remove from standing policy as funding was provided to improve housing to
make improvements in sanitation and other COVID-19-related needs.   It appears the
funding was underutilized by industry.

36.Government Action on Input Cost Inflation (Board) (2022)

Therefore Be It Resolved That there be federal and provincial programs to offset the
increased costs of regulations and general inflationary pressures on agricultural
producers.

Status: Remove from standing policy as general advocacy supports the resolution at the
provincial and federal levels.
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